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China-Nigeria strengthen economic co-operation  

During his first state visit to China, Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari pledged to expand bi-lateral 

relations with China in areas such as agriculture, fisheries and oil refining. Reuters (US) reports, China and 

Nigeria signed various agreements, including a currency swap to boost trade and diversify Nigeria’s currency 

exchange away from the US dollar to the Yuan. Economic co-operation between the two countries will also 

include a US$6 billion loan for infrastructure projects in Nigeria. According to All Africa (South Africa), 

President Xi and President Buhari signed additional agreements in production capacity, investment, aviation, 

technology and finance.  

Taiwanese group deported from Kenya now suspected of telecom fraud in China  

The Kenyan government has acquitted and deported 32 Chinese and 45 Taiwanese nationals to China. 

Chinese security officials said the group was part of a telecom fraud based in Nairobi. The group is accused of 

falsely presenting themselves as law enforcement officers to extort millions of Yuan across nine provinces and 

cities in China, reports, the Daily Mail (UK). It is reported that Kenya supports the one-China policy to 

recognise Taiwan as part of China’s jurisdiction and has thus handed over the Taiwanese group to Chinese 

officials, according to the BBC (UK).  

Hong Kong based smartphone company launches in East Africa  

According to IT News Africa (South Africa), Zuri, the Hong Kong-based digital lifestyle devices brand has 

partnered with regional IT distributor DESPEC to release a brand of smartphone in the Kenyan market. They 

plan to build market awareness across Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda and promote their smartphone brand 

presence in East Africa. In a statement, Zuri CEO Vikash Shah said, "With the Smartphone market reaching 

about 1 billion people currently, East Africa represents a significant growth opportunity for Zuri, with demand 

for smartphones increasing across the region." Xinhua (China).  

Chinese man arrested for ivory trafficking in Kenya  

A Chinese national travelling from Cameroon to Guangzhou in China was arrested and charged with ivory 

trafficking, valued at US$ 600 at the Jomo Kenyatta International Airport in Nairobi. According to The Star 

(Kenya), the Kenyan government has issued a 21 day amnesty for people to surrender wildlife trophies, ivory 

and rhino horn and ivory jewelry to the nearest Kenya Wildlife Service office ahead of the biggest burn of ivory 

items at the end of April. The objective is to discourage ivory and rhino horn trade fueling poaching of 

elephants and rhinos, reports The Washington Post (US).  

China and South Africa engage in wildlife protection  

 According to Xinhua (China), the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), hosted a workshop, in collaboration with the 

Chinese and South African governments to discuss the restriction of wildlife poaching and trade among 

Chinese nationals working and living in South Africa. By introducing guidance for business practice in Africa, 

the China International Contractors Association (CICA) emphasised the need for Chinese corporations to take 

their social and environment responsibility in Africa more seriously. China's efforts to support wildlife 

conservation in Africa implements commitments outlined under the framework of the Forum on China Africa 

Cooperation (FOCAC), reports All Africa (South Africa). 
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